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How to get into ACADEMIC?

It is essential to have an email account 
that you should provided when you enroll 
at the ULPGC. To enter Academic, access  
the homepage of the Faculty and click on 
the icon Academic. In your email account, 
you have received an ACADEMIC email 
with your password. If not, go to 
Academic, click on "Forgot Password" 
and you will generate a new password 
which will be sent to your email.

How do I change my password?

Once logged in ACADEMIC, click on your 
name at the top right, and you can 
exchange it for one that will be easier to 
remember for you.

What can I do if I forget the entered 
password?

Go to ACADEMIC and click on ``Forgot 
Password´´ and you will generate a new 
password which will be sent to your email.

How can I change the enrolled 
subjects?

Automatically, and at most 48 hours after 
your registration, the subjects, in which 
you are enrolled, will appear. If you change 
the enrolment, the new subjects will also 
be added. 

If mistakes remain, go to the 
Administration where it can be changed.

How do I sign up for academic 
activities of the subjects?

Select my ``Subjects´´ tab and click on ``I 
sign!´´ option on all activities of each of the 
subjects.   

You must choose the ``Everyone´´ group 
when there is an only group in an activity 
in order to appear on your calendar.

You must choose the group ``I take´´ when 
you have decided to introduce yourself to 
an evaluation activity and ``I do not take'' 
for the opposite case so you will inform 
the professor. By this way, he will know 
how many copies take to class. Think of 
the environment!

If you are a repeat student and have some 
passed activities, do not choose a group, 
just click on the appropriate option.

What can I do if two activities 
coincide at the same time?

You will know it because this will appear 
superimposed but should not happen. 
Consult your available dates and the 
teaching dates of the other groups and 
change your group.

If there are no vacancies in the group 
which you can go, post a message to that 
group to request for the change for you.

If there is no possibility of change, 
including changes in groups in other 
subjects, go to the professor who teaches 
the activity and ask for an EXCEPTIONAL 
permission in order to go without sign up.

What can I do if available groups to 
choose in an activity do not appear?

Your professor has received a notice 
when there are less than 5% of places 
available to choose a group so will open 
groups soon. If, in 48 hours, vacancies 
have not been generated, please write an 
email to the professor responsible for the 
subject. If does not answer, write an email 
to the Vice-Dean of Academic 
Organization.

Can I change the group?

Some subjects allow group changes 
continuously. Others block this option 48 
hours before the activity begins. We 
advice you do not change the group 48 

hours before the start of an activity and go 
to the groups you signed up. By 
EXCEPTION, some subjects allow some 
students to go to a group which is not 
signed up. For this, it is necessary the 
express permission of the professor who 
teaches the activity.

Where can I consult my personal 
academic calendar?

The Academic home page displays only 
the activities for your chosen group. Keep 
in mind if you leave an activity without 
choosing group, the information will not 
appear in your calendar. To view the 
calendar format is necessary to have the 
latest version of the browser on the 
computer you are using.

Where is an activity taught?

In your academic calendar, if you mouse-
over an event, you will see a tooltip with all 
the information.

Where can I consult the schedule of a 
subject?

In the Public Area, at the home page of 
the website of the Faculty. Also you can 
see the entire schedule of an academic 
year.

For the management of  the Academic Organization of  our Faculty, a computer application called Academic is used. As a student, it allows you 
several utilities such as the choosing of  practice groups or viewing your personal academic calendar.

The reading of  these instructions is a prerequisite to properly use Academic. The computer application is very intuitive but if  you do not read 
these brief  instructions first, you may not use in the most efficient way, as there are certain rules.

Juan Alberto Corbera
Vice-Dean of  Academic Organization

Faculty of  Veterinary Medicine-ULPGC
For more questions write me at  jcorbera@dpat.ulpgc.es
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